REVELATION REVIEW
CHAPTER 1 (and general background information)
1. In Greek, the word “Revelation” is apokalupsis. What does that mean? ________________
2. In scripture, what does the number 7 signify? _____________________________________
3. What, or who, is this revelation about? __________________________________________
4. What is the purpose of this revelation? __________________________________________
5. This book of Revelation is considered “signified.” What does this mean? _______________
__________________________________________________________________________
6. In this book, the words “shortly” and “soon” can also be interpreted as ________________
7. Who was this “revelation” originally given to, and by whom? ________________________
8. Who or what delivered the message to John? _____________________________________
9. What is promised in verse 3, unique to this book? _________________________________
10. To whom is this book addressed?_______________________________________________
11. How does John describe the One from whom comes grace and peace?_________________
__________________________________________________________________________
12. How many Spirits are “before His throne?” _______________________________________
13. Where else in scripture do we see this many Spirits mentioned? ______________________
14. There are several titles of Jesus mentioned in this first chapter. What are they?
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
15. In verse 6 the word “kings” can also be interpreted as:
a) Many princes b) Judges c) A kingdom d) A tribe
16. What belongs to Him forever and ever? _________________________________________
17. In what way will He return, and who will see Him? _________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
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18. What will the “tribes of the earth do?” __________________________________________
19. Who or what are “they who pierced Him?” _______________________________________
20. In verse 8 the speaker, whom we know is Jesus, also identifies Himself as: ______________
__________________________________________________________________________
21. What does this declaration say about Jesus and God the Father? _____________________
22. Where, and in what condition, was John when this vision occurred? ___________________
23. Why was John in this place? ___________________________________________________
24. The voice John heard behind him sounded like ____________________________________
25. “Alpha” and “Omega” are the first and last letters of the Greek alphabet. What are their
equivalents in Hebrew? ______________________________________________________
26. What are the names of the seven churches? ______________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
27. These are seven actual churches in Asia Minor at John’s time. It is also thought these
churches represent what, historically?___________________________________________
Finish the description given of the one like the “Son of Man”:
28. Clothed with a _____________________________________________________________
29. Girded about the chest with a _________________________________________________
30. Head and hair were__________________________________________________________
31. His eyes like a ______________________________________________________________
32. His feet like ________________________________________________________________
33. His voice as the sound of _____________________________________________________
34. What did this One have in His right hand? ________________________________________
35. What came out of His mouth? _________________________________________________
36. What was His countenance like? _______________________________________________
37. What was John’s response when he saw Him? ____________________________________
38. What did He say to John? _____________________________________________________
39. In verse 18, what does the speaker have in His possession? __________________________
40. What was John told to write? __________________________________________________
41. What do the seven stars represent? ____________________________________________
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42. What do the seven lampstands (menorah) represent? ______________________________
43. According to the instructions given to the writer, this book can be outlined in TWO main
divisions. What are they?_____________________________________________________
44. The word “angel” in Greek is aggelos. What does it literally mean? ___________________

General BACKGROUND questions
1. What do we call the study of “end times?” _______________________________________
2. There are 4 basic views/interpretations regarding end times, and the book of Revelation.
They are listed below. Provide a very basic definition for each:
Historical View ________________________________________________________________
Future View ___________________________________________________________________
Symbolic View _________________________________________________________________
Literal View ___________________________________________________________________
3. What is the “Tribulation?” ____________________________________________________
4. Why do we think the Tribulation is 7 years long? __________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
5. What is the “Great Tribulation?” _______________________________________________
6. Who first made mention of this “Great” Tribulation? (where in scripture?) _____________
__________________________________________________________________________
7. What is “the Millennium?” ____________________________________________________
8. What does an “Amillennialist” believe? __________________________________________
9. What does a “Millennialist” believe? ____________________________________________
10. The Greek word for “caught up” is harpazo. In Latin it gives us this word which we use
instead to describe this event: _________________________________________________
11. What are the 3 basic positions of belief regarding the “catching up” of the Body of Christ:
_______Tribulation

_______Tribulation

_______Tribulation

12. What title do we give the final world ruler, which is NOT found in the book of Revelation?
__________________________________________________________________________
13. What is the BEST book, without compare, to use to interpret scripture? ________________
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REVELATION CHAPTER 1: THE REVELATION OF THE GLORIFIED MESSIAH AND INSTRUCTIONS
If you are so inclined, try to sketch what you see as you read this chapter.
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